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Miss Taylor is a great support to me. I’m a full time working mum trying to home school 3 kids
and she’s been amazing for me on a school level and a Personal level

We have found the live lesson has worked better. It has engaged my son's attention better and
the work is then done for the day and my child is fully engaged and taught by a teacher for
proper support.
Where possible can you create documents using the google apps as this will enable the children
to edit. Obviously this may take longer on your part (ie no cut and paste) but will reduce the
frustrations for the children.

We are finding using Google classrooms much better than the system last lockdown. We do have
to juggle devices and it’s not always easy to upload docs so more stuff that can be submitted via
Google classrooms is good for us. Y4 did a virtual playground where they could read out some
work they did- I thought that was a good way to check in and share things they have done.
Perhaps more links to BBC bite size or something similar for extra work as ……. gets it done pretty
quickly and it’s hard to motivate when the set work is done. How about a virtual book club- I am
finding my 2 are reading less but if they had to read a book to discuss - could work well? I think
you are doing a good job. It’s not easy but I feel the support is there if we need it - thank you so
much!
The only issue I have is that my child finds it hard to complete all of the daily work.
No suggestions but do want to thank everyone at Springfield for doing a great job keeping the
children learning and connected.
Feel google classroom working very well does look forward to the live lesson so another one a
week be good if you can thank you for all your doing much appreciated
My child has adapted well to remote learning and am happy with the amount of support he is
receiving
The live lessons are brilliant my child is like a different person when he has had these, happy &
confident they make a big difference, thank you. Would be great if they had more than one day a
week. Also the ‘turn in work’ doesn’t come up on the side of the google classroom so he can see
clearly what’s due in that date, it says at the end of a long paragraph this must be turned in
which can be missed. The home learning this time is so much better so thank you for all your hard
work and support.
Your all doing a fab job! :)
The above responses are from my daughter. We are really pleased with the home learning, the
live lessons and recorded input are fantastic as well as feedback.
I think all the staff are doing a fabulous job in tough circumstances, Thank you for everything
I just wanted to thank you all for the fantastic efforts you’re making for the kids. W e appreciate
just how much upheaval this has caused for you all and the way you’ve all dealt and coped
(certainly to the outside world at least) has been fantastic.

